
Games Mathematicians PlayGames Mathematicians Play

Mathematical Models Mathematical Models 
of of 

Strategic InteractionStrategic Interaction



The PlayersThe Players

►►Some are playing for donations to their Some are playing for donations to their 
favorite nonprofit organization:favorite nonprofit organization:


 
Ryan Moyer for Nothing but NetsRyan Moyer for Nothing but Nets


 
Aaron Kaufmann for The Water Project Aaron Kaufmann for The Water Project 


 
Ben Sutter for The CorrespondentBen Sutter for The Correspondent


 
BruckBruck MulatMulat for the American Red Crossfor the American Red Cross


 
Max Wyse for Christian Peacemaker TeamsMax Wyse for Christian Peacemaker Teams


 
Liz Berg for Middle East FellowshipLiz Berg for Middle East Fellowship

►►Everyone else can play vicariously.Everyone else can play vicariously.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All games have players.  Today …



Presenter
Presentation Notes
All games have rules.  Unlike many of the games you know about, the games we will play today have extremely simple rules



The Meek Will Inherit the EarthThe Meek Will Inherit the Earth
►► No communication among players during the No communication among players during the 

game.game.
►► Each player chooses an amount of money Each player chooses an amount of money 

between $20 and $60.between $20 and $60.


 
Example: $28.76.Example: $28.76.

►► The choices are made in private and The choices are made in private and 
simultaneously on index cards or by clickers.simultaneously on index cards or by clickers.

►► The player who chooses the The player who chooses the smallestsmallest amount will amount will 
have that amount donated to her or his nonprofit have that amount donated to her or his nonprofit 
organization.organization.

►► If there is a tie for the smallest amount, then that If there is a tie for the smallest amount, then that 
amount will be shared equally among the tying amount will be shared equally among the tying 
players. players. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example: This is an example of what you might write on your index card.
(Anonymous.  Only aggregate results will be known for those using clickers.  I will know player choices for those using index cards so that I know how much to donate to each nonprofit organization, but I will not publicly announce who chose which action.  No one will feel embarrassed because of a mistaken or poor choice.)
Any questions?
Ready to play?




The Meek Will Inherit the EarthThe Meek Will Inherit the Earth 
(players choosing the smallest amount share that amount)(players choosing the smallest amount share that amount)

11%
5%
3%
9%
14%
13%
11%
12%
21% 1.1. $20$20

2.2. $25$25
3.3. $30$30
4.4. $35$35
5.5. $40$40
6.6. $45$45
7.7. $50$50
8.8. $55$55
9.9. $60$60

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People with the clickers need to choose in multiples of $5, but the real players may choose any amount between $20 and $60.
Collect index cards
Show audience results
Announce index card results
Ask for volunteers to explain the thinking behind their choices



The Meek Will Inherit the EarthThe Meek Will Inherit the Earth 
(players choosing the smallest amount share that amount)(players choosing the smallest amount share that amount)

41%
10%
5%
5%
4%
1%
6%
10%
17% 1.1. $20$20

2.2. $25$25
3.3. $30$30
4.4. $35$35
5.5. $40$40
6.6. $45$45
7.7. $50$50
8.8. $55$55
9.9. $60$60

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s see if we have learned anything.  Let’s play The Meek Will Inherit the Earth again.
Collect index cards
Show audience results
Announce index card results
Ask for volunteers to explain the thinking behind their choices



Mathematical AnalysisMathematical Analysis

►►

 

AssumptionsAssumptions


 

Players are selfPlayers are self--interested.interested.


 

Players can foresee consequences of their actions.Players can foresee consequences of their actions.


 

These assumptions are common knowledge among the players.These assumptions are common knowledge among the players.
►►

 

ConclusionsConclusions


 

Is $30 the best choice?Is $30 the best choice?
►► No.No.
►► Neither is any other amount greater than $20.Neither is any other amount greater than $20.



 

Is $20 the best choice?Is $20 the best choice?
►► Yes.Yes.
►► Each player choosing $20 is the unique Each player choosing $20 is the unique 

Nash equilibrium.Nash equilibrium.


 

Would not $60 be better?Would not $60 be better?
►► Yes, but Yes, but ……

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time for a mathematical analysis of this game.  To build a mathematical model about any situation, we need to explicitly state our assumptions.  
Players are self-interested. This just means that each player would prefer to have more, rather than less, money donated to her or his nonprofit organization.  Also, players are unconcerned with how much money is donated to the other organizations.
Players can foresee consequences of their actions.  They are smart enough to understand the rules of the game and reason about possible outcomes.
These assumptions are common knowledge among the players.  Ryan knows that he and all other players are self-interested and smart.  Ryan also knows that others know the same thing.  Ryan also knows that whatever he might think, anyone else will think and vice versa.  Of course, everyone else knows the same things.
What conclusions can we deduce from these assumptions?
If Ryan were to conclude that $30 is the best choice, then everyone else will have concluded that $30 is the best choice.  But if everyone else chooses $30, Ryan will just get a share of $30.  If Ryan chooses $29.99 instead, Ryan will make out better.  So, no, $30 is not the best choice.  This argument can be repeated for any amount above $20 because Ryan can always do better by choosing one penny less.  
If everyone chooses $20, no one can unilaterally do any better.  Game theorists call choices in which no player has an incentive to unilaterally change, a Nash equilibrium, in honor of John Nash (of A Beautiful Mind fame) who defined the concept and showed that all games have such an equilbrium. 
Of course, $60 would be better than $20 for each of us to share.  But if Ryan can convince the rest of you to choose $60, then I will receive even more by choosing $59.99! 



Real 
World

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The extremely simple game we have been playing captures the essence of many real world situations: there is a strong incentive for individuals  to put in little effort causing the Nash equilibrium to have everyone put in minimal effort.  If we could agree to put in maximal effort, then we would all be better off.
For example, students working on a group project for a grade.  If everyone else in the group works hard, I can receive a good grade without working at all.  Of course, if we all think that way, we will share a low grade. Can we cooperate to achieve a higher grade and prevent individuals from slacking off?
It is generally agreed that the world is heading towards a climatic catastrophe with the current rate of carbon emissions.  But it is expensive for a country to curb its carbon emissions.  Hence, our country hopes that everyone else spends their money to reduce their carbon emissions so that we can reap the benefits.  Other countries have the same incentives.  Can we cooperate to achieve benefits for everyone?
Gas stations setting prices.  A lower price will capture more sales although there is then less profit to be shared.  More customers usually more than compensates for the smaller profit per customer.  So, individual gas station owners have a strong incentive to lower prices, but if gas station owners could somehow agree to cooperate and keep their prices high, they will all reap high profits.  Note that in the US, explicit cooperation among gas station owners to set prices is illegal.  Is there a way to maintain high prices without explicit cooperation?
Free transportation benefits me, but if no one pays, transportation cannot be provided.  How can we get everyone to pay an amount sufficient to cover expenses without spending more money to force everyone to pay?
These are the kinds of questions of interest to a game theorists.  Rather than my taking the rest of the convo talking about some of the answers, let’s play a couple more games.



Ultimatum GameUltimatum Game

►►

 

Proposer proposes how to divide $60 between herself or Proposer proposes how to divide $60 between herself or 
himself and another randomly selected player ($0 himself and another randomly selected player ($0 
minimum).minimum).


 

Example: $50 to me and $10 to you.Example: $50 to me and $10 to you.

►►

 

Responder either accepts or rejects the proposal.Responder either accepts or rejects the proposal.


 

Example: if offered at least $5, accept; otherwise, reject.Example: if offered at least $5, accept; otherwise, reject.

►►

 

Accepted proposal is carried out.  Rejected proposal results Accepted proposal is carried out.  Rejected proposal results 
in $0 to each player.in $0 to each player.


 

Example: the Proposer receives $50 and the Responder receives Example: the Proposer receives $50 and the Responder receives 
$10.$10.

►►

 

Everyone should choose a strategy for Everyone should choose a strategy for eacheach role.  role.  
►►

 

The real players will be randomly matched and assigned The real players will be randomly matched and assigned 
roles.roles.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before the next slide, collect the index cards and shuffle.
Obtain results from the audience.  Describe the distributions.
Announce results from the index cards.



ProposerProposer’’s Actions Action

3%
2%
45%
13%
11%
7%
2%
7%
9% 1.1. $60 for me, $0 for you$60 for me, $0 for you

2.2. $55 for me, $5 for you$55 for me, $5 for you
3.3. $50 for me, $10 for you$50 for me, $10 for you
4.4. $45 for me, $15 for you$45 for me, $15 for you
5.5. $40 for me, $20 for you$40 for me, $20 for you
6.6. $35 for me, $25 for you$35 for me, $25 for you
7.7. $30 for me, $30 for you$30 for me, $30 for you
8.8. $25 for me, $35 for you$25 for me, $35 for you
9.9. $20 for me, $40 for you$20 for me, $40 for you



ResponderResponder’’s Actions Action

2%
1%
28%
13%
10%
11%
4%
10%
22% 1.1. Accept any offerAccept any offer

2.2. Accept an offer of $5 or moreAccept an offer of $5 or more
3.3. Accept an offer of $10 or moreAccept an offer of $10 or more
4.4. Accept an offer of $15 or moreAccept an offer of $15 or more
5.5. Accept an offer of $20 or moreAccept an offer of $20 or more
6.6. Accept an offer of $25 or moreAccept an offer of $25 or more
7.7. Accept an offer of $30 or moreAccept an offer of $30 or more
8.8. Accept an offer of $35 or moreAccept an offer of $35 or more
9.9. Accept an offer of $40 or moreAccept an offer of $40 or more



Theory, Experiments, andTheory, Experiments, and 
the Real Worldthe Real World

►►

 

With selfWith self--interested players, the interested players, the 
Responder should accept any positive Responder should accept any positive 
offer and the Proposer should offer offer and the Proposer should offer 
near 0.near 0.

►►

 

In experiments, modal and median In experiments, modal and median 
offers are usually 40offers are usually 40--50% and means 50% and means 
are 30are 30--40%.  40%.  

►►

 

Some of this may be altruism but Some of this may be altruism but 
most of it is fear of rejection.most of it is fear of rejection.

►►

 

In experiments, offers of 40In experiments, offers of 40--50% are 50% are 
rarely rejected and offers below 20% rarely rejected and offers below 20% 
or so are rejected about half the time.or so are rejected about half the time.

►►

 

Responders are willing to harm Responders are willing to harm 
themselves over perceived unfair themselves over perceived unfair 
proposals.proposals.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where do we see such games in the real world?  
In any negotiation in which one party makes a proposal to which the other party must accept or reject.  Here the client is the Proposer and the Devil is the Responder.
Such ultimatums occur every time you walk into a store and think about purchasing something with a price tag. The store owner is the Proposer and you are the Responder.
Another example is when one person makes a marriage proposal to another person, who then responds.  (On the flip side, costly divorce proceedings illustrate some responders’ willingness to harm themselves to punish perceived unfair separations.)



BibliographyBibliography

Math 250/350 

Game Theory

Fall 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have only hinted at the many ways mathematicians, economists, political scientists, biologists, anthropologists, theologians, and others have used game theory to model strategic interactions among people, companies, nations, and genes.  Here are a few sources on which this convo was based and where you can learn more.  In addition to books, I am offering a course in game theory this fall.  
You are free to go out into the strategic world that we live in.  Please leave your clickers at the end of the pews as you leave.
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